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1. Where is the blue canary? (HINT: Not in the birdhouse)
a. In the outlet.
b. By the lightswitch.
c. Space. Somewhere in outer space.
d. A mineshaft.
e. Watching over you.
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2. What will mama bring?
a. A cuddly cat
b. A mockingbird
c. A diamond ring
d. A looking glass
e. A billy goat
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3. Describe green. Don’t be fooled. This is not easy.
a. The color of the leaves.
b. Blue and yellow mixed.
c. It’s like, so many ord’nary things.
d. The color of envy.
e. The color of spring.
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4. All the King’s who?
a. Horses
b. Soldiers
c. Courtesans
d. Men
e. Who said what now?
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5. What is this all about?
a. Puzzles! The love of puzzles!
b. Proving how smart you are.
c. Shaking it all about.
d. I don’t know.
e. Turning yourself around.
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6. Where do we all live?
a. Ummm... Portland?
b. In houses!
c. In the town where I was born.
d. Wherever we feel like living.
e. Beneath the waves.
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7. What should I do with my ears?
a. Tie them in a knot.
b. Tie them in a bow.
c. Listen, for once.
d. Pierce them.
e. Eat them for breakfast.
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8. If you’ve got a date in Constantinople, where
will she be waiting?
a. She’ll be waiting in Istanbul.
b. At the bus stop.
c. Wherever you said you would meet.
d. The library.
e. It’s Ankara now, dumbass.
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9. What does my little dog look like?
a. Brown with white spots.
b. His coat is cut close.
c. His ears are cut short.
d. His eyes are cut far.
e. His tail is cut long.
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10. Susanna, where am I from, and where am I going?
a. California
b. Alabama
c. Louisiana
d. Mississippi
e. I’m not Susanna, jerk.
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11. I need help!
a. Should I call an ambulance?
b. Do you need somebody?
c. Just anybody?
d. Or a medical professional?
e. I’m so confused right now.
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12. What can a particle do?
a. Everything!
b. Nothing. It’s just a particle.
c. It’s not important.
d. Particle-y things?
e. It does the things a particle can.
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13. What do wheels do?
a. Roll?
b. Nothing unless you push them.
c. Go round and round.
d. Screeeeeeeeeech!
e. What, exactly, is the point of this?
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